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**Synopsis**

1783. The American Revolutionary War is over. Cornishman Ross Poldark returns to his father’s lands a battle-weary soul. Met by a homeland gripped in recession and the revelation of his father’s death, Ross must contend with the disrepair of his property and the challenge of keeping his family tin mine in business as his sweetheart prepares to marry his cousin. Amidst the stark beauty of the Cornish landscape, Ross must fight for his livelihood, making allies, and enemies, along the way. Delve deeper into the hit BBC drama starring Aidan Turner as Ross Poldark and Eleanor Tomlinson as Demelza. Collecting together Debbie Horsfield’s original scripts, this volume allows you to relive the greatest moments from the first series, from Poldark’s initial homecoming to the series’ dramatic close. This is the perfect accompaniment for fans of the series and gives a unique insight into how the show was visualized.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is a great companion piece to the series (and the novels). It is interesting to see the writer’s subtexts and explanations of the emotions of the characters in the various scenes. Hopefully, the issuance of scripts will become a standard practice with each additional season.
This is the script from the first 8 episodes of the new Poldark, BBC Masterpiece on PBS starring Aidan Turner. If you loved the program you will enjoy reading the scripts. Debbie Horsfield has done a great job of adapting the books for the series. I own the DVDs of the series so I watched again and read along. (It probably won’t mean much to anyone who hasn’t seen the new series.) It is not the script from the original Poldark which was a huge 70’s hit in Great Britain. This covers the first two books of Poldark by Winston Graham.

This is the interpretation Debbie Horsfield wrote for Season 1 of Poldark. She stuck close to the books, only making the changes necessary to fit the limits of the 8 episode series. It’s an enjoyable read, seeing how she chose to share Winston Graham’s books with the world of tv drama. Hartsfield is a gifted and talented author.

Great new visit to an old favorite. Turner and Tomlinson do not disappoint.

It was nice to read some of the emotions behind the scenes.

Enjoyed this so much.
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